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Water is abundant and oceans cover the most part of the earth,
Teaming with life in the form of fishes and things so the waters worth;
Food to eat and islands cropping up like stepping stones to the sun,
Continents to separate the water ways and people to travel in fun.

  

Form the blue sea colour as the ocean meets the blue skies edge,
Ships travel from country to country from coast to coast all loaded up;
They carry a valuable cargo as they traverse these enormous water ways,
Sometimes seemingly like ages as for endless times in crossing many days.

  

Ships a big and bulky and this makes them safe to travel the oceans on earth,
Where the bottom is miles beneath the surface and many miles to land of course;
The saltwater adds more buoyancy to these mighty maiden ships of the sea,
As the travel far and wide across seas and waters on oceans to other lads to see.

  

There is a marvellous attraction as these oceans go on in enormous directions,
Of apparently never ending voyage where sailors get to land in the distance;
Of beautiful wavery water ways that just apparently go on and on forever,
But the captain always making sure of safety through plotting words mates in all weather.

  

And oceans are mighty and majestic with a certain awe of grandeur,
Requiring respect and honour for the lives they have taken and support;
For the power of roaring seas with enormously rough waves in storms,
Have proved the cave required for shipping with sailor who travel as the norm.

  

And god has created the earth diving all the lands by oceans,
Where seas and countries or even islands are separated by the massive waters;
And how to reason and expect them in each season you never know,
But submit to their authority as oceans on earth hold their conquering might.

  

Signed,
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Eternal Majesty
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